Investigating microRNA-mediated regulation of the nascent nuclear transcripts in plants: a bioinformatics workflow.
Most of the microRNAs (miRNAs) play their regulatory roles through posttranscriptional target decay or translational inhibition. For both plants and animals, these regulatory events were previously considered to take place in cytoplasm, as mature miRNAs were observed to be exported to the cytoplasm for Argonaute (AGO) loading and subsequent target binding. Recently, this notion was challenged by increasing pieces of evidence in the animal cells that uncovered the nuclear importation and action of the AGO-associated miRNAs. The nuclear-localized regulatory mode was also reported for the plant miRNAs. However, evidence is still lacking to show the universality and conservation of the miRNA-mediated regulation in the plant nuclei. Here, we introduced a bioinformatics workflow for genome-wide investigation of miRNA-guided, cleavage-based regulation of the nascent nuclear transcripts. Facilitated by the tool package PmiRNTSA (Plant microRNA-mediated nascent transcript slicing analyzer), plant biologists could perform a comprehensive search for the miRNA slicing sites located within the introns or the exon-intron/intron-exon junctions of the target transcripts, which are supported by degradome sequencing data. The results enable the researchers to examine the co-transcriptional regulatory model of the miRNAs for a specific plant species. Moreover, a case study was performed to search for the slicing sites located within the exon-intron/intron-exon junctions in two model plants. A case study was performed to show the feasibility and reliability of our workflow. Together, we hope that this work could inspire much more innovative research efforts to expand the current understanding of the miRNA action modes in plants.